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Abstract:
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has been associated with a variety of
functions including conflict monitoring, error detection and more recently reward based
learning. In this study we recorded from the ACC, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) while macaque monkeys
performed a variably rewarded spatial attention task. First, we found dynamic encoding
of reward outcome and reward expectancy associated with attentional targets within the
ACC, mPFC and dlPFC. These results expand the function of the ACC beyond merely
action value associations and suggest this area serves a broader role in reinforcement
guided learning and decision making. Secondly, analysis of outcome encoding relative
to reward reversal revealed two distinct types of neurons: positive/negative prediction
error neurons and positive/negative prediction certainty neurons. Prediction error
neurons encoded outcome information only when reward associations had recently
changed and thus new outcome information was most informative for establishing new
reward expectations. Prediction certainty neurons on the other hand signaled the
certainty of the reward prediction itself and encoded outcome information only later,
when reward expectations had been built up. Prediction error neurons showed a
correlation between reward selectivity during outcome periods and reward selectivity
preceding subsequent reward predictive events. This finding could serve as a link
between prediction error signals and behavioural adjustment. Finally, prediction error
neurons predominated in the ventral ACC whereas prediction certainty neurons
predominated in dlPFC area 9. Though not definitive this supports proposals that

outcome predictions are developed and adjusted within the ACC and mPFC and these
predictions are used by the dlPFC to determine the behavioural response.

Key Words: anterior cingulate cortex, prediction error, attention, reward, prefrontal
cortex, reinforcement learning, decision making, prediction certainty, macaque
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Literature Review:

1.1 - The Anterior Cingulate Cortex an Overview
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is a brain area whose function has long been
under debate. Historically there have been two predominant views. The first, based on
strong error-related negativity signals generated in the ACC, suggests a specific role in
error detection and compensation (Posner & DiGirolamo, 1998). The second posits that
the ACC serves to detect the occurrence of conflict in information processing and to
adjust levels of cognitive control so as to prevent conflict in the future (Carter et al.,
1998). Recently, single unit recording, lesion and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) studies have expanded the role of the ACC into positive and negative
outcome processing, outcome expectancy and behavioural adjustment. It is now
generally believed to be a key player in reward-based learning.
The cingulate cortex is situated on the medial wall of the frontal lobes of each
hemisphere following roughly the curvature of the corpus callosum. It includes areas 32,
25, 24, 23 and 31 with 32, 25 and 24 forming the ACC and 23 and 31 forming the
posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (Carmichael & Price, 1994; Barbas 1992). There is no
strict delineation separating the anterior and posterior components of the cingulate
cortex but rather a gradual increase in layer IV cells as one moves posteriorly from an
agranular ACC to a dysgranular/granular PCC (Vogt et ah, 1987; Morecraft et ah, 2004).
Because these areas occupy slightly different locations in humans and non-human
primates and because strict delineations of the areas is impossible with human imaging,
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broader names are commonly used. The ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)
generally includes anterior cingulate areas 25, 32 as well as orbitofrontal areas
(Averbeck & Seo, 2008; Haber & Knutson, 2010). Reference to medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) tends to exclude orbitofrontal areas. Area 24 is sometimes included in mPFC or
independently referred to as dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) (Averbeck & Seo,
2008).
Diverse connectivity profiles along the ACC make this area an interface of
multiple functional systems. Extensive, reciprocal cortico-cortical connections with the
lateral and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (1PFC and dlPFC respectively) support a role in
cognition (Barbas & Pandya, 1989). Areas receiving input from primary motor,
premotor and supplementary motor cortices and projecting to the spinal cord outline the
cingulate motor field (Morecraft & Van Hoesen, 1992; Dum & Strick, 1991). The
anterior cingulate is also heavily connected with limbic areas receiving input from the
amygdala (Barbas & De Olmos, 1990), hypothalamus (Carmichael & Price, 1998) and
ventral striatum (Kunishio & Haber, 1994). It is also a major target of the meso-cortical
dopamine system which originates in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia
nigra pars compacta (SNc) (Williams & Goldman-Rakic, 1993; Berger, 1992).
Though generally agreed upon, details of the structural and functional
organization of the cingulate cortex are still under debate. Brodmann divided the
cingulate cortex into two regions: the anterior cingulate cortex and the posterior
cingulate cortex (ACC and PCC respectively) (Brodmann, 1909). This two-region
division has been challenged, or at least expanded, by neurocytology, imaging, electrical
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stimulation and lesion studies (Vogt et al. 1997, 2004) suggesting four rather than two
cingulate divisions. These four divisions are the anterior cingulate, midcingulate,
posterior cingulate, and retrosplenial cortices (ACC, MCC, PCC and RSC respectively)
(Vogt et al. 2005). Of note is the distinction of Brodmann’s ACC into perigenual and
midcingulate regions with distinct connectivity and functions. The perigenual cingulate
cortex (Vogt et al. 2005’s true ACC) has reciprocal connections with the amygdala. It
also has projections to the nucleus of the solitary tract and to the dorsal motor nucleus of
the vagus allowing for regulation of autonomic output (Neafsey et al. 1993, Vogt et al.
1997, 2003). The midcingulate cortex has only modest amygdala input. It projects to
the spinal cord allowing for regulation of skeletomotor function (Vogt et al. 1997, 2004).
These anatomical distinctions imply a role for the midcingulate in action and motorrelated responses and the anterior (perigenual) cingulate cortex in limbic, emotional
responses. Within the limbic system, the ACC as a whole is a major component of the
brain’s larger reward circuitry.
Many areas of the brain show reward modulated activity, however the corticalbasal ganglia system forms the basis of the brain’s reward system (Olds & Milner, 1954;
Haber & Knutson, 2010). Key components of this system include the dopaminergic
neurons of the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) and the ventral tegmental area (VTA)
(Hikosaka et al. 2008; Schultz, 2000), the ventral striatum, ventral pallidum,
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and the ACC (Haber & Knutson, 2010). The ACC has been
shown not only to encode the presence or absence of reward (Matsumoto et al. 2003) but
also multiple dimensions of the outcome itself including reward magnitude (Amiez et al.
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2005), reward probability (Kennerley et al. 2009) and even the cost of obtaining the
reward (Preuschoff et al. 2006; Kennerley et al. 2009). Monkey electrophysiology
studies of reward encoding in the ACC as well as event-related functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) has improved our understanding of what information the
ACC encodes and particularly when this information is encoded. The ACC has been
shown to encode outcome information at essentially all time points throughout a
decision making period from as early as before choice alternatives appear (Niki &
Watanabe, 1979), to pre and peri-response selection (Niki & Watanabe, 1979; Nishijo et
al. 1997) and also after the outcome is incurred (Amiez et al., 2005; Matsumoto et al.,
2003; Quilodran et al., 2008). This extensive outcome encoding expands the role of the
ACC beyond simply error detection or conflict monitoring but points rather to a reiterant
circular process (Amiez et al. 2006) of behavioural adaptation including outcome
processing, outcome-association updating and outcome expectancy adjustment (Figure
1 ).
Extending from its role in reward circuitry, it has also been proposed that the ACC
is involved in biasing attention toward emotionally relevant stimuli by influencing the
frontoparietal attention network (Mohanty et al. 2009). The frontoparietal attention
network (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) includes the inferior parietal sulcus (IPS), the
superior parietal lobule (SPL) and the frontal eye fields (FEF) and serves to guide topdown signals for spatial attention. This network is “short circuited” by particularly
salient (high sensorial intensity) stimuli through the bottom-up capture of attention
(Corbetta & Shulman, 2002) but should also be influenced by non-salient cues which
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develop emotional relevance through experience. This incorporation of cognition and
emotion in attentional allocation is purported to be achieved through limbic (amygdala,
orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex) influences on the canonical spatial
attention network via the cingulate gyrus (ACC and PCC). According to this view,
limbic input influences the spatial attention network via the PCC (Mohanty et al. 2009)
which is reciprocally connected with the ACC (Pandya et al., 1981; Baleydier &
Mauguiere, 1980). The recent expansion of the function of the ACC into outcome
processing, reward expectancy and attentional biasing has made it an area particularly
implicated in learning and decision making.

1.2 - Reinforcement-Guided Learning
Classroom-style learning has become so prominent in our society that we
sometimes overlook the most basic, innate type of learning: the learning that arises with
no formal instructor but simply from interaction with our environment. From birth, this
type of learning is the first to occur as we learn which sound productions make words or
which food choices nourish us and which make us sick. We learn by making choices and
seeing what outcomes result. Choices that lead to positive outcomes are reinforced while
choices resulting in negative outcomes decrease (Thorndike, 1898). This idea forms the
basis of reinforcement-guided learning and is a key component in the study of the larger
process of decision making.
This notion first fueled research in areas of artificial intelligence and led to the
development of multiple reinforcement learning algorithms (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
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These attempt to model the behaviour of an organism motivated by needs and goals and
to explain how trial and error (or trial and success) type activity shapes and optimizes
behaviour in order to achieve them. One way for this learning to take place is for the
organism to have a representation of its ‘best guess’ of what will happen if it makes a
particular choice and then learn based on errors in its predictions. This idea forms the
basis of adaptation rules in engineering (Kalman, 1960; Widrow & Steams, 1985) and
learning rules in psychology (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Dickinson, 1980). A popular
algorithm, and one well-suited to be used in the study of brain and neural control in
general is the Q-learning algorithm (Watkins, 1989; Watkins & Dayan, 1992). Put
simply, this model proposes that an organism repeats three basic steps in the process of
reinforcement learning: 1) It predicts expected outcomes of its potential choices, 2) It
selects the choice with the greatest expected outcome, 3) It updates its predictions if
there are discrepancies in the expected outcome (Doya, 2007) {Figure 1). By doing so
this organism fine-tunes its predictions when faced with alternative options and thus also
fine-tunes and optimizes the choices it makes. This model also permits for adjustments
to the organism’s choice-outcome predictions should the environment and thus outcome
contingencies change.
Though these algorithms were developed purely as computational theories, the
mergence of such theories with work in the fields of neuroscience and psychology
revealed that reinforcement guided learning models fit surprisingly well with findings
from neuronal recordings and brain imaging data (Doya, 2007). Great advances have
been made in fitting human architecture to such models (Glimcher et al., 2005, Santesso
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2) Select choice
with best predicted
outcome

1) Predict
outcomes
of potential
choices

3) Update predictions
if discrepancy in
expected outcome

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the circular process of behavioural
adaptation as suggested by Amiez et al., 2006. Numbered descriptors identify the 3
basic steps of reinforcement guided learning as described in the Q-learning algorithm
(Watkins, 1989; Watkins & Dayan, 1992).
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et al., 2008; Francesco et al, 2007). However, much more work is required to elucidate
the brain circuitry involved as well as the specific functional roles each area serves.

1.3 - Prediction Errors
One of the biggest and first parallels drawn between computational theories of
reinforcement learning and actual neuronal recordings was through the firing pattern of
dopamine neurons (Schultz et al., 1997). Computational models require the organism to
be aware of discrepancies between expected and received outcomes and the dopamine
neurons of the VTA and SNc seem to fit this function (Schultz et al., 1997; Schultz
2002). In a landmark study, Schultz et al. (1997) recorded the activity of dopamine
neurons in these areas while thirsty monkeys received juice rewards on a regimen of
varying stimulus-reward associations {Figure 2A). While the monkeys simply rested, the
dopaminergic neurons fired at their basal rate of roughly 3 spikes per second (3 Hz).
First, the monkeys received a drop of juice sporadically without any cue the reward was
coming. This unexpected reward resulted in a sharp, transient increase in dopaminergic
neuron firing rate (from 3 to roughly 80Hz for 100msec). Next, the monkeys began to
receive a drop of juice preceded by an auditory tone. At first this reward resulted again
in a sharp, transient increase in dopaminergic neuron firing rate but as the stimulusreward combination was repeated the dopaminergic neuronal response dissipated until
the tone and reward evoked no change in firing rate. Finally, the auditory tone was
presented but no reward followed. This unexpected absence of reward led to a transient
decrease in firing rate following the expected time of reward delivery, a phenomenon
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Figure 2. Neuronal and diagrammatic representation of prediction errors. (A)
Prediction error signals from dopaminergic neurons. Top panel shows an un-cued and
therefore unexpected reward delivery: positive prediction error. Middle panel shows a
cued and therefore expected reward delivery: no prediction error. Lower panel shows a
cued and therefore expected reward delivery but no reward follows: negative prediction
error. Adapted from Schultz et al., 2007. (B) Diagrammatic representations of the
corresponding prediction errors shown in (A).
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which again dissipated with repeated exposure to the novel stimulus-reward
combination. Dopaminergic neurons signal changes in reward-outcome associations or,
in other words, times when the outcome is unexpected. This pattern of firing, when a
neuron signals that an outcome was not as predicted, is known as a prediction error
signal (Sutton & Barto, 1998; Montague et al., 1996; Schultz et al., 1997).
Prediction error signals are necessary for an organism to realize there is an
inconsistency between what it expects to occur following a given choice and what in
fact happens. They are necessary both for shaping behaviour, in order to maximize
positive or desirable outcomes, and also to adjust behaviour in light of changing
environmental conditions and thus changing choice-outcome contingencies. Prediction
errors are defined by an organism’s outcome expectation while it is making a choice
relative to the actual outcome that results. Any discrepancy between the two is a
prediction error. (Figure 2B) When an organism’s choice results in a payoff that is better
than expected, the outcome is more positive than predicted and this is referred to as a
positive prediction error. When an organism’s choice results in a payoff that is less than
expected, the outcome is more negative than predicted and this is referred to as a
negative prediction error (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
The prediction error-like pattern of activity seen in dopamine neurons, though
pronounced and well-studied, has its weaknesses. Among them is the fact that both
positive and negative prediction errors are conveyed by the same cells, via an increase
or decrease in firing rate respectively (Schultz et al., 1997). Though dopaminergic
neurons encode the size of the error itself for positive prediction errors (Bayer &
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Glimcher, 2005), this encoding of the magnitude of the prediction error is not as reliable
for negative prediction errors (Bayer & Glimcher, 2005). With the basal firing rate of
dopaminergic neurons in the range of 3 Hz (Glimcher et al., 2005), negative prediction
errors, signaled by a decrease in firing rate, do not have nearly the range across which
the magnitude of the error can be conveyed as do positive prediction errors (Bayer &
Glimcher, 2005). Dopaminergic signaling of increasingly negative prediction errors is
also capped when firing rates hit 0 Hz. These limitations have led to the proposal that
there is an opponent system to the dopaminergic system, perhaps serotonergic, which
specializes in the signaling of negative prediction errors (Daw et al., 2002; Cools et al.,
2008). The ACC receives strong dopaminergic (Williams & Goldman-Rakic, 1993;
Berger, 1992) as well as serotonergic input (Vamas et al., 2004; Jacobs & Azmitia,
1992) and may provide a more behaviourally useful prediction error signal.

1.4 - The Anterior Cingulate in Reinforcement Learning
Dopaminergic neurons have been shown to encode reward outcome information,
expectations of reward magnitude and probability (Tobler et al., 2005; Fiorillo et al.,
2003) and errors in these expectations (Schultz et al., 1997; Haruno & Kawato, 2006).
The ACC has been shown to encode similar aspects of reward. ACC cells discriminate
rewarding from non-rewarding outcomes (Matsumoto et al., 2003) and also distinguish
differences in the magnitudes of received rewards (Amiez et al., 2006). In addition,
ACC cells have been found to encode predictions of outcomes in terms of both reward
magnitude and reward probability (Kennerley et al., 2009). Recently, studies recording
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single neuron activity from the dorsal bank and fundus of the anterior cingulate sulcus
have found neurons which encode prediction-error like signals (Seo & Lee, 2007; Amiez
et al., 2005; Matsumoto et al., 2007). These studies however, have some limitations.
Amiez and colleagues (2005) recorded ACC single unit activity during a task which
included 3 reward predicting stimuli: high, medium and zero. When the animal broke
fixation during a trial and failed to receive the expected reward, they found a small
proportion of cells (~ 4.5%) which showed error-related activity that varied according to
the size of the expected reward: negative prediction error neurons type neurons. Their
task, however did not allow for the occurrence of positive prediction errors. Seo and Lee
(2007) fit a linear regression model combining value functions and positive and negative
prediction errors to their recorded ACC unit activity. Their task however, a binary choice
between two identical stimuli possessing computer assigned values changing on a trial
by trial basis, is unlikely to evoke strong prediction errors. Using a continually reversing
action-reward association task, Matsumoto and colleagues (2007) recorded quantitative
reward prediction error signals from ACC neurons at the time of trial outcome (Figure
3). These results clearly show neurons coding the amount and direction (positive or
negative) of errors made in estimating the value of executed actions.
Though similar to signals encoded by dopaminergic neurons, ACC cell activity
has important differences. First of all, as mentioned above, single dopaminergic neurons
encode both positive and negative prediction errors with an increase or decrease in firing
rate respectively. ACC prediction error neurons recorded by Matsumoto and colleagues
(2007) encode positive and negative prediction errors in different neurons. This allows
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Adapted from Mdtsumoto et aL, 2007

Figure 3. Prediction error neurons recorded from the anterior cingulate cortex of
the macaque. Activity of a population of ACC cells (y-axis) relative to time from
stimulus onset (x-axis) during the process of learning which actions are rewarded. (A)
Positive feedback preferring cells. (B) Negative feedback preferring cells. In the left
panels, the red line indicates the monkey guessed correctly and chose the rewarded
action on the first try. The black lines indicate the second and third subsequent correct
responses. In the right panels, the blue line indicates the monkey guessed incorrectly and
chose the unrewarded action on the first try. The red line indicates a correct choice
following the first error. The black line indicates the second and third subsequent correct
responses following the first correct response. Adapted from Matsumoto et al., 2007.
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more accurate quantification of negative prediction errors, overcoming the issue of
limited firing rate decreases in dopaminergic neurons. Also, ACC encoding of outcomes,
predictions and errors is maintained across a span of trials, even persisting through the
intertrial interval (Seo & Lee, 2007) while dopaminergic neuron activity is transient
(Schultz, 1998; Bayer & Glimcher, 2005). This puts the ACC, unlike dopamine neurons,
in a position to integrate outcome information temporally in the brain and reference
recent outcomes during decision making (Barraclough et al., 2004; Kennerley et al.,
2006; Buckley et al., 2009).
ACC neurons seem to encode modified or enhanced versions of information
encoded in dopaminergic neurons. There are, however, many other aspects of rewards
and outcomes that influence optimal decision making. These should be considered in the
decision making process of organisms as complex as human and non-human primates
and include the cost of making a given choice (Kennerley et al., 2009), how certain one
is of current value estimates (Behrens et al., 2007), the volatility of current
environmental conditions (Courville et al., 2006), and even the potential value of new
information gained from a choice (Behrens et al., 2007). Taking into account these other
relevant criteria creates a much richer representation of the decision making
environment and allows for greater optimization of choice behaviour both in terms of
immediate outcomes and longer term beneficence - a consideration important for goaldriven organisms. The ACC has been shown to encode a variety of these “higher order”
aspects of decision making.
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Rodent work has proven useful in investigating the role of the ACC in weighing
the cost required to obtain a reward versus the magnitude of the reward itself. One study
had rats select between two food rewards of differing magnitude, each requiring
different amounts of effort to reach them (Walton et al., 2003). Large rewards were
blocked by a 30 cm barrier the rats had to scale to reach the food while the small
rewards, though only half the size, were not blocked by a barrier. Control rats were able
to compare the increased value of the large reward with the extra effort required to
achieve it and consistently chose the high value/high effort option. After lesioning of the
ACC however, there was nearly a complete reversal with the animals almost never
willing to put in extra effort for a greater payout. The involvement of the ACC in effortbased decision making has been further studied with single unit neuronal recordings in
the macaque monkey. A recent study required monkeys to select between two juice
rewards of equal magnitude but that required different amounts of effort, in the form of
lever presses, to obtain (Kennerley et al., 2009). The activity of neurons recorded from
the ACC was significantly modulated by the amount of effort required to obtain the
reward while the monkeys were making their decision.
ACC neurons have also been implicated in encoding how certain an organism is
of its current reward estimates. In a task that contrasted a trial-and-error search period
with a reward exploitation period (Procyk et al., 2000), a population of “searchpreferring neurons” in the ACC was found to significantly increase activity during the
search and return to baseline once the solution could be inferred. The search period can
be presumably associated with uncertainty regarding choice-outcome associations while
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the reward-exploitation period implies a degree of confidence in expected outcomes.
These cells thus seem to be signaling uncertainty in one’s reward estimates. In a more
definitive study, the likelihood of specific choice-outcome associations was manipulated
so as to produce periods of relative certainty in subjects’ outcome expectations
contrasted with periods of relative uncertainty (Behrens et al., 2007). ACC blood
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) activity during the post-reward period correlated
with the degree of certainty or uncertainty inherent in the task. Importantly, the root of
the uncertainty in the tasks mentioned above is the result of a changing or volatile
environment. Environmental volatility is an aspect of learning tied to uncertainty and
one increasingly relevant in statistical learning models (Dayan et al., 2000; Courville et
al., 2003).
Reinforcement-guided learning follows a pattern of Bayesian probability where
current probabilities or estimates are updated in light of new, relevant data or outcomes
(Courville et al., 2006). This type of modeling treats the environment as unchanging or
at best changing in a simple steady manor (Tenenbaum et al., 2001; Courville et al.,
2006). Higher level cognitive functions, such as learning and decision making in goaldirected organisms fail to be adequately represented by such statistical models and, as
such, are often described as stochastic and unpredictable in nature (Kahneman &
Tversky, 2000).

Taking into account the current state of the environment, whether

steady and predictable or changing and volatile, more accurately predicts behaviour.
Unlike in classic Bayesian theory, not every new outcome or prediction error has the
same influence on the next decision or even necessarily leads to any behavioural
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adjustment (Bayer & Glimcher, 2005). The influence of a prediction error on valueassociation updating depends on an additional factor “a” termed the learning rate
(Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). This variable serves as a multiplier of the prediction error
(8) and modulates its effect on the current reward estimate (Vt) when generating the
updated reward estimate (Vt+ 1).
Vt+i = Vt + 8 a
The learning rate depends on the current level of certainty in value estimates and the
reliability of the reward environment (Behrens et al., 2007). In a volatile environment,
where reward contingencies are changing rapidly and the organism is uncertain, new
outcome information should be weighted more heavily as it is more informative of novel
reward associations than is past “out of date” outcome information. In a stable
environment, new outcomes are weighted lightly as they provide little, if any,
information beyond what is already known (Courville et al., 2006). This corresponds
with findings that surprising outcomes enhance the speed of learning (Pearce & Hall,
1980). As mentioned above, the ACC has been shown to track uncertainty: an indicator
of environmental volatility. Projections from the ACC to the ventral striatum (Kunishio
& Haber, 1994) could serve as a means for the ACC to modulate prediction error signals
directly based on “higher order” factors such as prediction certainty and environmental
volatility. In support of this idea are findings from a macaque lesion study (Kennerley et
al., 2006) in which subjects executed a lever-movement task where performance was
entirely guided by reward feedback. Pre-operatively, behaviour on a given trial was
estimated by multiple logistic regression to be dependent on five trials into the past.
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After lesioning of the ACC, only the outcome on the most recent trial exerted any
influence on subsequent choices. It was as if the prediction error signal of dopaminergic
neurons was left as the sole modulator of behaviour. These findings point to a role for
the ACC in encoding a more comprehensive, behaviourally relevant representation of
the reward environment used to guide the reinforcement learning process.
Many ACC studies, particularly the lesion study mentioned immediately above,
conclude the ACC encodes action-value associations rather than stimulus-value
associations. This conclusion may be the result of the recording locations of a majority
of ACC studies. Most recordings are made in locations interconnected with adjacent
rostral cingulate motor areas and thus in a position to be influenced by action-selection
processes (Rushworth & Behrens, 2008). A pair of studies seem to support this notion
(Kennerley et al., 2006; 2009). The earlier study (Kennerley et al., 2006) made
circumscribed lesions spanning a large area of the ACC including posterior regions
impinging on cingulate motor areas and found deficits in action value encoding but not
stimulus value encoding. The later study (Kennerley et al., 2009) recorded from a more
confined and more anterior area much more distant from cingulate motor areas. This
study showed clear stimulus value encoding in terms of reward magnitude, probability
and cost. Though the earlier study shows intact stimulus-value representations despite
near abolishment of the entire ACC, this maintained ability is likely the result of
contributions from other prefrontal areas such as the orbitofrontal cortex discussed
below. The presence of clear stimulus-value encoding in the later study however
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confirms the contribution of the ACC to the representation of stimulus-reward
associations.

1.5 - Frontal Areas in Reinforcement Learning
Many brain areas encode information related to reward value or expectation
including the striatum (Kawagoe et al., 1998; Samejima et al., 2005), globus pallidus
(Pasquereau et al., 2007), thalamus (Komura et al., 2005), ACC, OFC, dlPFC
(Kennerley et al., 2009), parietal areas

and medial temporal lobe areas (Liu &

Richmond, 2000). Though the ACC is a key area for combining or “multiplexing”
various aspects of reward and choice (Kennerley et al., 2009, Hayden & Platt, 2010),
these widespread reward signals are not likely redundant. It is therefore necessary and
relevant to explore differences or specializations in these areas. This section will focus
on frontal areas relevant in reward based learning and decision making. Two areas, apart
from the ACC detailed above, have been implicated in the literature based on lesion,
brain damage, and single unit recording studies: the OFC (Fellows & Farah, 2007;
Bechara et al., 1994) and the 1PFC (Miller & Cohen, 2001).
The 1PFC occupies the anterior part of the frontal lobes of the brain including
Brodmann areas 46 and 9. It is historically associated with working memory tasks such
as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test and “match” / ’’nonmatch” rule tasks where subjects
must flexibly shift between abstract rules, whether learned or cued. In reinforcementguided learning, the 1PFC has been implicated in maintaining a “state” representation
(Lee et al., 2007) or in other words the context in which the learning and decision
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making is taking place. Associated values can be modulated by a variety of
environmental and internal factors. The value of a food decreases as one consumes it to
satiety for example, or as mentioned above the state of the environment, whether stable
or volatile, can influence values and even the effect of prediction errors. Activity
encoding this state representation persists through delays and is often modulated by
expected reward outcomes (Watanabe, 1996). The 1PFC therefore encodes information
about environmental context and the properties of expected rewards concurrently
(Watanabe & Sakagami, 2007) making it a site of integration of cognitive and
motivational information in the brain (Watanabe & Sakagami, 2007).
Along with the expansion of the prefrontal cortex, humans and non-human
primates have developed the ability to exercise self control: to impose cognitive context
information on motivational value information. The 1PFC has been shown to modulate
value signals encoded in the ACC when self control is required (Hare et al., 2009).
Subjects were required to select between two foods: a tasty but unhealthy option or a
healthy but less tasty alternative. In the context of dieting, selecting the less appetizing,
healthier option is the best decision but making this choice requires modulation of taste
value signals. When subjects made exactly this decision, Hare and colleagues found
increased dlPFC activity and correspondingly suppressed ACC activity. The 1PFC has
also been implicated in delay discounting of rewards when environmental conditions are
stable. Activity in the 1PFC was shown to increase when subjects select larger, delayed
monetary payouts over smaller but immediate ones (McClure et al., 2004). This is
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suggestive of a role for the dlPFC in modulating value signals encoded in the ACC in
order to overcome the desire for immediate rewards and exercise self control.
The OFC is located on the medial ventral surface of the frontal lobes, above the
orbits of the eye. It is a key area in reinforcement-guided learning, strongly connected in
function with the ACC. Deficits from lesions of the OFC were at first difficult to detect.
One human case study for example, where the patient suffered bilateral OFC damage,
failed to reveal any deficits in a battery of cognitive tests including tests of general
intelligence, memory, visuospatial ability and working memory (Damasio 1994;
Eslinger & Damasio 1985). This patient however, struggled to make everyday life
decisions that required him choose between a variety of options. The OFC is now
known to be essential for integrating various sources of information, from different
sensory modalities, in order to calculate the overall value of choices (Padoa-Schioppa &
Assad, 2006) and for adjusting these values in light of novel information (Mishkin
1964). One of the most prominent deficits seen with OFC lesions is difficulty in
updating value associations when choice-value contingencies have changed, for example
in stimulus-reward reversal tasks (Mishkin 1964) or in the Iowa gambling task (Bechara
et al., 1994).
Like the ACC, the OFC encodes predictions of value based on reward magnitude,
probability and cost (Kennerley et al., 2009) however there are some key differences.
The connectivity of the OFC, with its strong sensory input from all modalities, weak
motor connections and extensive limbic connections (Carmichael & Price 1995a,b)
make it ideal for integrating sensory and reward information to determine the value of
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stimuli. The ACC on the other hand has extensive motor connections as well as strong
limbic connectivity (Chiba et al., 2001) making it ideal for combining motor and reward
information to determine the value of actions. Though the OFC and ACC appear to
specialize in stimulus-reward and action-reward associations respectively, single unit
recordings and lesion studies show they are not mutually exclusive structures in this
regard. As mentioned above, the ACC encodes clear stimulus value signals relating to
reward size, likelihood and the cost of obtaining the reward (Kennerley et al., 2009).
Additionally, extensive OFC lesions do not destroy ones ability to make stimulus-reward
associations but rather slows their updating when contingencies change and makes it
more difficult to perform value judgements when stimuli vary across multiple
dimensions (Fellows & Farah, 2005).
Another difference is in what aspect of “cost” each area encodes. As previously
discussed, the ACC encodes cost particularly in terms of the effort to obtain a reward.
Alternatively, the OFC has been implicated in encoding cost particularly in terms of the
delay in receiving reward. In a double dissociation between the two areas and the two
types of costs, Rudebeck et al., 2007 trained rats on an effort-manipulated reward task.
In this study, control animals would generally opt to either wait for a timed delay or
climb a large barrier in order to receive a larger reward than they would had they chosen
not to invest this time or effort. ACC lesioning biased animals toward the less effortful
but less rewarding option yet did not affect choices concerning time delays. OFC
lesioning on the other hand biased animals toward the more immediate but less
rewarding option yet had no effect on choices involving effort manipulations. The OFC
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is therefore important when considering cost in terms of delay while the ACC is
necessary in considering costs in terms of effort.
A final difference between the ACC and OFC is the extent and complexity of
reward encoding. Though they both encode a variety of aspects of reward, the ACC
contains more prevalent, stronger and multiplexed outcome information (Kennerley et
al., 2009). Over half of ACC neurons were found to encode reward information along at
least one dimension for example, compared with less than 10% of OFC neurons. ACC
neurons, unlike OFC neurons, also

multiplex multiple dimensions of reward

information. These findings are consistent with a role of the OFC in updating stored
value associations and the ACC in integrating abstract value information and deriving
overall behavioural values to guide choices (Wallis 2007).
In line with this hypothesis are the results from a recent study investigating the
effect of circumscribed frontal lesions on a rule reversal task (Buckley et al., 2009).
OFC lesioned animals made the majority of their errors in proximity to other errors,
when rule-value associations were poorly defined. Following a string of correct
responses however, and thus the strengthening of these associations, OFC lesioned
animals performed at a similar level to controls. ACC lesioned animals performed
consistently worse than controls with no tendency for errors to cluster suggesting a
consistent impairment in making use of rule-value associations. More interesting than
the performance accuracy data was the reaction time data. OFC lesioned animals
responded slower than control animals, consistent with the presence of weak value
associations making decisions harder to reach. ACC lesioned animals on the other hand
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responded faster than controls suggestive of a failure to properly integrate reward
information when reaching a decision, leading to hastier yet less optimal choices.
Overall, the OFC may excel in stimulus valuation while the ACC favours action
valuation but they are not exclusive in this regard. The ACC and OFC seem to work
together to develop value expectations adjusted for delay, effort and uncertainty which
can be compared to actual outcomes and adjusted to optimize behaviour. The ACC, with
its stronger, richer reward related activity is a prime candidate for integrating all of this
information in order to generate functionally useful signals to guide changes in
behaviour. The 1PFC seems to govern this system by putting reward information into
context and by modulating the strength of ACC activity when more highly rewarded
options must be sacrificed in favour of long-term, higher order goals.

1.6 - Research Question
Further investigation into the nature and function of prediction error-like signals
found in the ACC is critical for elucidating this structure’s role in learning and decision
making. The prediction error signals recorded from Matsumoto et al. (2007) are
particular for errors in expectation of action value. Evidence from single unit recording
and lesion studies points to a broader function of the ACC beyond merely action related
valuation. Exploring these signals in terms of other types of value expectation will help
delineate the role of the ACC in reinforcement-guided learning.
ACC prediction error signals carry richer representations of the reward
environment than do dopaminergic prediction error signals and, very likely, serve a
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behavioural function. However, studies have failed to find a link between these error
signals and behavioural adjustment (Amiez et al., 2005). Exploring how these signals
relate to and affect neuronal activity while choices are being made will help explain how
the ACC contributes to the decision making process.

1.7 - Hypothesis
The purpose of this study is to further our understanding of how we use past
experience to guide current decisions. Without explicit instructions, we learn through
both the positive and negative outcomes of our choices how to adjust and improve our
behaviour. Such reinforcement learning is a critical piece in the broader study of the
neurobiology of decision making which has become a prominent area of research in the
fields of neurophysiology, economics, evolutionary biology and computer science over
the past decade (Kable & Glimcher, 2009), yet the neurological mechanisms behind it
are still weakly understood.
The hypothesis was that the ACC encodes discrepancies between experienced
outcomes and predicted outcomes and uses this information to influence decisions by
influencing the allocation of attention. From this follow two predictions: (1) recordings
from ACC neurons should show cells that follow a “prediction error-like” pattern of
activity during the reward period. (2) the prediction error related signal of these cells
should correlate with activity during subsequent cue periods, when the animal is
directing his attention.
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Chapter 2 - Methods:

2.1 - Animal Preparation
All experimental recordings were done according to the guidelines set forth by the
Canadian Council of Animal Care on the use of laboratory animals and the University of
Western Ontario’s Council on Animal Care (see Appendix A). Two male rhesus
monkeys (Macaca mulatto) served as research subjects. They were between 6 and 10
years old and weighed between 5-12 kg at the time of data collection. The monkeys will
be referred to as subjects ml and m2 respectively. Each animal was surgically implanted
with a head post prior to the start of training to stabilize head and eye position during
recording sessions. The animals were trained to sit in a primate chair with adjustable
base height and neck plates to allow for comfortable fixation of the head throughout the
entirety of the recording session.
To allow for extracellular recordings, each animal was fitted with two recording
chambers each measuring 19mm in diameter. These chambers were implanted with the
use of a stereotaxic frame and provided access to the ACC, mPFC and dlPFC. Each
chamber was fitted with a recording grid containing tracts with 1mm inter-hole spacing
which served to guide electrode insertion. Before recording, each animal’s brain was
imaged with a 7T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner in 1mm slices to ensure
correct positioning of each of the recording chambers. During the scan, the animal’s ear
canals were marked with vitamin E capsules for later horizontal alignment and grid
holes were filled with iodine to visualize electrode trajectories for later reconstruction of
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recording sites. Both vitamin E and iodine are clearly visible in magnetic resonance
images.
Subject m2’s anterior chamber was surgically repositioned once during the
recording period in order to access more anterior sites within the prefrontal and
cingulate cortices and to align the recording locations with the same anterior-posterior
axis covered with recordings obtained from subject ml. A second MRI scan was then
performed to precisely determine the new location of the chamber.

2.2 - Experimental Paradigm
The animals were trained on a selective attention task with varying target-reward
associations {Figure 4B). In each trial, subjects were required to covertly direct their
attention to one of two lateral stimuli based on information from a central colour cue.
They then had to discriminate the direction of rotation of their chosen attentional target
and respond with the appropriate saccadic eye movement in order to receive reward.
Trials were initiated when the subject directed their gaze toward a central grey
fixation point. Following 300 msec fixation of the central point, two black and white
moving circular grating stimuli with radius of 1.5 to 2.2 degrees appeared at 4.2 degrees
eccentricity to the left and right. This period is referred to as the ‘stimulus baseline
period’. The gratings were an intermediate between a square wave and gabor type
grating and moved within a circular aperture

F ig u r e 4.

Fronto-Cingulate Anatomy and Task Design. (A) Lateral and medial view

of the macaque brain with anatomical subdivisions (colored) according to Barbas and
Zikopoulus (2007). Middle panels highlight fronto-cingulate subdivisions in a partially
inflated brain. The right panel shows the flattened representation of the fronto-cingulate
cortex, covering anterior cingulate cortex (areas 24 and 32) and lateral prefrontal cortex
(areas 10,9, 46, and 8). (B) Basic task design: Monkeys initiated a trial by directing and
keeping their gaze on a centrally presented fixation point. Following 0.3 sec two moving
grating stimuli appeared (S tim . B a s e lin e ), which were colored red/green after 0.4 sec
( C o lo r C u e o n s e t).

Within 0.05 to 0.7 sec after color onset the central fix. point changed

to red or green cueing the monkeys to covertly shift attention towards the location with
the color matching stimulus (A tt.

C u e o n se t).

At random times within 0.05-4 sec the

cued target grating smoothly rotated clockwise or counterclockwise. In half of the trials
the uncued distractor changed before the target. Monkeys discriminated the rotation of
the target stimuli by saccading up- or downwards to one of two response targets. Reward
(drops of water) was delivered 0.4 sec. after the saccadic choice. Stim. color was
associated with high/low liquid reward with reward ratios (0.7 : 0.3) reversed every 30
correct trials. (C) Illustration of the trial progression ( y - a x is ) with the attended target
color (x - a x is ) changing randomly from trial-to-trial. Reward-color association reversed
every 30 correct trials with an equal number of high (r e d
d o ts )

d o ts )

and low rewarded (b lu e

trials within each block. (D) Average reward size calculated for a sliding average

encompassing 7 trials illustrate that the task allowed only minimal variation of reward
size across trials.
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at 1.0 degrees per second and with a spatial frequency of 1.4 degrees per second. The
gratings always moved upward within the aperture at an angle of +/- 45 degrees to the
vertical except
during the rotation. Following a further 400 msec fixation of the central fixation point,
the grating stimuli became coloured: one red, the other green. This period is referred to
as the ‘colour cue period’. The location of the colours were randomized across trials.
Between 50 to 750 msec after colour onset of the grating stimuli, the central fixation
point changed to either red or green cueing the monkey to covertly direct his attention to
the corresponding coloured stimulus. This period is referred to as the ‘attention cue
period’. Within 50 msec to 4 seconds after cue onset, the cued grating transiently rotated
either clockwise or counterclockwise. Rotation was smooth and proceeded from the
standard direction of motion to maximum tilt within 60 msec, remained at maximum tilt
for 235 msec, and rotated back to the standard direction of motion again within 60 msec.
The times of target rotation were drawn from a flat random distribution to prevent
subjects from anticipating the time of the event and in half of the trials the un-cued,
distracting stimulus transiently rotated before the target stimulus. The direction of
rotation indicated to the monkey which response, either an upward or downward
saccade, would result in reward. Eye movement responses had to be made within 70 to
550 msec following rotation onset and subjects were required to maintain fixation of the
selected response target for a minimum of 50 msec. The saccade direction associated
with each stimulus rotation direction was reversed for the two subjects. Following a
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delay of 400 msec after a correct response, the monkey received a fluid reward through
a sipper tube placed in his mouth.
Importantly, the cued stimulus’ colour was associated with the magnitude of the
reward the subject would receive upon successful completion of the trial. Reward
magnitudes for the red and green targets were set to a ratio of 0.7 : 0.3 and reversed after
a block of 30 correctly performed trials. Colour-reward associations reversed multiple
times within a recording day, the precise number depending on the amount of time the
animal was willing to work. The animal received no indication of the reward block
change apart from the receipt of an outcome that was better or worse than expected.
All task stimuli were displayed on a 19 inch CRT monitor running at 1024x768
pixel resolution and 85 Hz refresh rate. The monkeys were both seated 57 cm from the
screen. Control of eye movements within the task and the generation of task stimuli
were done with the open-source software Monkeylogic (http://wmv.monkeylogic. net)
running on a Pentium III PC. Reward delivery was also controlled by Monkeylogic
software and was accomplished by the opening of the mechanical valve of a custommade air-compression controlled reward system. The system was placed a sufficient
distance from the subject and recording equipment so as to minimize any auditory cues
associated with the reward as well as any signal interference in the recordings.
Trial conditions were drawn from a custom condition-selection function which
equalized the count of correct trial types with a variable trial lag of 2 to 5 trials to avoid
immediate repetition of trial features such as target location (left/right), reward
magnitude (high/low) or rotation direction (clockwise/counterclockwise). If at any point
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during a trial the monkey broke fixation outside of the response window, responded to
the wrong target or failed to respond to the correct target, the trial was aborted and
counted as incorrect for the purposes of condition selection. For data analysis, only trials
in which the monkey broke fixation after a stimulus change (either of the target or the
distractor) were counted as true errors.

2.3 - Animal Training
The animals were first trained to detect the rotation direction of a single grating
stimulus while permitted to fixate it directly. They would indicate their choice with
either a right or leftward saccade. Again, rotation direction and saccade response
direction were reversed for the two subjects. To determine the degree of transient
stimulus rotation for each subject, complete psychometric curves were created prior to
recording. The rotation was adjusted to ensure 85% or more overall correct responses to
rotation discrimination and resulted in grating rotations between +/- 13 and +/- 19
degrees. The locations of the saccadic response targets were then shifted gradually until
they occupied positions above and below the grating stimulus thus prompting upward or
downward saccadic responses to the stimulus rotation direction. Gradually, the grating
target was moved out of the animal’s fixation window and replaced with a fixation
point. The animals then had to detect the stimulus’ rotation direction by covertly
directing their attention to the spatial location of the target in their peripheral vision
while maintaining central fixation. Finally, a “distractor” grating stimulus was added to
the mirror image location of the target stimulus and red and green colouring was added
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to indicate which grating stimulus should be the target of the monkey’s attentional
allocation.
Throughout training, sets of 5 “neutral” fixation trials were included at the end of
blocks in which the animals were simply required to maintain fixation on a central
yellow fixation point for 5 seconds. Successful completion of a fixation trial resulted in
a small reward (60 to 70% of the low reward for attention trials) but proved invaluable
for maintaining subject motivation on a difficult task throughout the training period.
These fixation trials were maintained after training as the animals proved quite sensitive
to the varying reward magnitudes throughout the task and successful completion of the
less demanding fixation trials boosted motivation.

2.4 - Data Collection
Throughout the recording sessions, subjects were seated in the primate chair
within a wooden box enclosure which blocked ambient light and dampened ambient
noise. Their eye movements were tracked with an infrared eye tracking system (ISCAN,
Woburn, US) running on a DOS platform. The system permitted only deviations from
the task fixation point that did not exceed a 1.4 to 2.0 degree radius. Subject fluid intake
was controlled to maintain motivation on the task and recording sessions lasted between
1 to 3 hours dependent entirely on the animal’s continued performance of the task.
Extracellular recordings of single neuron action potentials were obtained using
between 1 to 6 single tungsten electrodes per recording session. The electrodes had an
impedance of 1.2 - 2.2 Mil {FHC, Bowdoinham, ME). Electrodes were inserted using
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software-controlled precision microdrives

(N A N In stru m e n ts L td ., I s r a e l)

and guided

into the cortex with stainless steel guide tubes nested within the recording grid tracts.
The coordinate location of the tract within the grid and the depth of electrode insertion
determined the recording location and each was selected beforehand using the 7T MR
images and major cortical landmarks such as the anterior cingulate sulcus and the
principle sulcus. Both the grid coordinates and depth as well as the activity profile
observed while lowering the electrodes were all used for later reconstruction of
recording locations.
Data acquisition, filtering and amplification were done with a multi-channel
processor (M a p

S y ste m , P le x o n I n c . )

using head stages with unit gain. Spiking activity

was isolated using a 100-8000 Hz bandpass filter, further amplified and digitized at a 40
kHz sampling rate. Action potentials were recorded in a 0.85 to 1.1 msec time window
and single unit, mostly single unit and multi unit activity was isolated. Waveforms were
preliminarily isolated online then final isolation and sorting were done offline with
Plexon Offline Sorter

(P le x o n In c., D a lla s , TX )

based on principal component analysis

of the waveforms. To visualize the spike rate data, spike density functions were
generated by convolution with a Gaussian kernel function.

2 .5 - R e c o n s tr u c tio n o f R e c o r d in g S ite s

The images obtained from the MRI scan were viewed using open-source OsiriX
Imaging software and traced with commercial graphical software (A d o b e
J o se , C A )

Illu stra to r, S an

to produce 2-dimensional bitmap brain slice images. These images were
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outlines of cortical folding within the coronal plane and assisted in comparing individual
brain images with standard anatomical atlases. Using the coordinate location of each
electrode within the recording grid and the noted depth of each recording site, the
trajectory of each electrode was projected onto the bitmap brain images using customwritten MATLAB programs

(M a th w o rk s, N a tic k , M A ).

Individual monkey brains were

reproduced using the open-source software CARET (Computerized Anatomical
Reconstruction and Editing Toolkit) to validate use of the standard F99 brain and to
derive scaling factors to match the individual images to the standard brain. Recording
positions were then projected manually from the MATLAB-reconstruced images of the
individual brains onto the standard F99 macaque brain. After identifying all recording
sites on the standard brain, CARET software was used to generate a 3-dimensional
reconstruction of the recordings. The 3-dimensional brain was then inflated within
CARET and cut to yield an unfolded flat-map upon which to better visualize the data
(F ig u r e

5). The estimated error from the entire reconstruction procedure can reach a

maximum of 3mm, yet the typical, unsystematic error is much more likely within the
range of 1mm. Importantly, the entire anatomical reconstruction was done in d e p e n d e n tly
of any analysis of neuronal data.

2 .6 - D a t a A n a ly s is

All statistical analyses were done using MATLAB (M a th w o r k s ,

N a tick , M A ).

For

behavioural analysis, only trials in which the monkey broke fixation after a stimulus
change (either target or distractor) were counted as true errors. For accuracy, error and
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F ig u re 5.

Example reconstructions of two recording sites in area 32 (A) and in area

46 (B). Reconstruction began from 7T anatomical MRs of each individual monkeys
brain. The MR scan was obtained with (iodine based) visualization of electrode
trajectories within the electrode grid placed inside the recording chamber. The outline of
the cortical folding was sketched on the two-dimensional MR to ease identification of
areas and landmarks according to standard brain atlases, and to align reconstruction of
the electrode tip with custom MATLAB software. The electrode position was then
placed into the standardized F99 macaque brain available in the CARET software
package. CARET allowed for rendering of the MR slice into a three dimensional volume
and to inflate the volume in order to finally cut (indicated as yellow line) the spherically
inflated brain for representing it in a two - dimensional flat map. White lines on the flat
map indicate the principal sulcus (PS), the arcuate sulcus (ARC), and the cingulate
sulcus (CS). The location of the frontal eye field within the arcuate sulcus is indicated
by the yellow shading. As a last step, the anatomical subdivision of areas in the frontocingulate cortex were visualized (here: area subdivision derived from Barbas and
Zikopoulus, 2007). Note that the recorded site is visualized throughout the panels as red
dot.
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reaction time plots, the differences between high and low rewarded trials were analyzed
using a paired t-test. Significant differences were identified based on a p value less than
or equal to 0.05.
Spike rates for low and high rewarded trials were measured with a sliding window
of 300 msec moving in increments of 10 msec from the onset of reward. Firing rate
differences between high and low rewarded trials were analyzed using a one-factorial
ANOVA (F-test). Significant differences were identified based on a p value less than or
equal to 0.05. To test whether reward encoding varied across trials within a block, the
sliding window ANOVA was calculated for consecutive sets of 7 trials starting with the
first trial in the block and stepping to every second trial. To create the pseudocolour heat
plots, the difference in neuronal spike rates was quantified for the sets of 7 trials, as
above. A normalized reward modulation index was calculated by subtracting the firing
rate for low rewarded trials (Riow) from that for high rewarded trials (Rhigh) and dividing
the difference by the sum of the two rates:
(Rhigh " Rlow) / (Rhigh + Rlow)
This resulted in values above zero if there was stronger activity for high rewarded
outcomes and values below zero if there was stronger activity for low rewarded
outcomes.
To characterize neuronal patterns of reward modulation across trials, the time
after reward onset with the maximal spike rate difference between high and low
outcome trials was identified for each neuron. The reward modulation index at this time
point was plotted against trial number for the entire block. A linear regression slope was
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then fitted to the distribution of reward modulation indices across trials. A significantly
positive or negative slope was identified as having a p value less than or equal to 0.05.
To investigate the transfer of reward prediction error signals in the reward
outcome period to the attentional cue period two analysis steps were performed. First,
the reward modulation index was calculated for the attentional cue period across all
trials in the block in 300 msec analysis windows as described above. Next, a correlation
analysis of the reward outcome modulation to the attentional modulation in the cue
period was performed. To do this, the average reward modulation between 300 to 600
msec after reward onset in trials 1 through 7 was calculated for each neuron. This value
was then correlated with the reward modulation in the attentional cue period observed
across all trials in the block and across all time windows following cue onset.
Significant correlations were identified as having p values less than or equal to 0.05.
To visualize the anatomical locations of different functional classes of neurons,
recording locations were reconstructed on a flattened brain map as described above. A
regular grid with 2mm inter-node spacing was overlain on the map for visualization. The
number of neurons at each intersection of the grid falling within a radius of 4mm around
the intersection were counted. The proportion of neurons fitting the functional
classification was then calculated relative to the total number of neurons recorded at that
location.
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Chapter 3 - Results:

3 .1 - B e h a v io u r a l S e n s itiv ity to A tte n tio n a l T arget Value

Behavioural performance was recorded on the selective spatial attention task
outlined in (.F ig u re

4B )

across 133 experimental recording sessions in two monkeys

(n=63 for m l, n=70 for m2). The monkeys were required to perform equal numbers of
correct trials for high and low rewarded targets with the use of a custom conditionselection function

(s e e M e th o d s ) .

This ensured the average reward rate was kept nearly

constant. If low and high reward magnitudes were considered 0 and 1 respectively, the
average reward rate ranged from 0.375 to 0.625 (F ig u re

4 C ,D ).

Reward itself could not

be manipulated by the monkeys yet they were consistently directing their attention to
both high and low rewarded targets.
Average task performance was roughly 80% correct. To detect any difference in
performance between high-rewarded and low-rewarded trials, accuracy and reaction
times were plotted separately relative to trial from reward-association reversal. There
was no significant difference in performance accuracy between high and low rewarded
trials (F ig u r e

6 A ).

Reaction times became slower for low-rewarded trials later on in the

block. Trials 20-28 showed significantly slower reaction times for low relative to highrewarded outcomes (paired t-test, p < 0.05)

(F ig u re 6 B ).

Errors fit into two general

categories. The first occurred within 500 to 600msec following a rotation of the
distracting stimulus. These errors became significantly more likely to occur for lowrewarded than high-rewarded trials during the last half of a block (paired t-test, p < 0.05)

Figure 6. Behavioural performance across trials relative to reward-association
reversal. Areas of significant differences between high (red) and low (blue)-rewarded
trials (paired t-test, p < 0.05) are encased in grey shading, (a) Overall performance
accuracy in percentage correct (y-axis) plotted relative to trial from reward-association
reversal, (b) Normalized reaction times plotted relative to trial from reward-association
reversal, (c) Proportion of errors made shortly after rotation of the distracting stimulus
plotted relative to trial from reward-association reversal, (d) Proportion of breaks in
fixation made between attentional cue onset and the first stimulus change plotted
relative to trial from reward-association reversal, (e) Diagrammatic representation of the
animal’s certainty in its estimate of target value (y-axis) across trials as inferred from the
development of increased errors for low-value trials later in the block.
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(Figure 6C). The second type of errors were fixation breaks occurring after onset of the
attentional cue but before rotation of either the distractor or target stimulus. These errors
became significantly more likely to occur for low-rewarded than high-rewarded later in
the block, specifically for trials 14 to 24 (paired t-test, p < 0.05) {Figure 6D).
Behavioural analysis showed that the reward size of attentional targets, despite
not being a manipulate component of the task, did affect attentional performance. This
effect, inferred from increased errors for low relative to high-rewarded trials, began
roughly 10 trials following reward-association reversal. This suggests the development
of reward expectancies for the attentional targets around this time (Figure 6E). For this
to occur, reward outcome information must first be encoded then transferred to the
period of attentional allocation. To test whether neurons in the anterior cingulate cortex
and lateral prefrontal cortex contribute to this process, the firing rates of single neurons
from these areas were analyzed during the outcome evaluation period, shortly following
reward delivery, to see if they showed reward modulation.

3.2 - Neuronal Encoding o f Reward Outcome for Attentional Targets
A total of 742 neurons were recorded from the fronto-cingulate cortex, including
the ACC, vmPFC and dlPFC. Figure 1A shows the proportion of neurons with
significant {ANOVA F-test, p < 0.05) reward modulation. The proportion of neurons rises
sharply to a peak at roughly 500msec after reward onset then declines slowly throughout
the remainder of the post-reward period. To see whether there were any differences in
reward modulation throughout the block, a sliding window AN OVA was calculated for

Figure 7. Reward-selective outcome processing, (a) Proportion of neurons with a
significant main effect (ANOVA, F-test, p < 0.05) of reward size (y-axis) plotted relative
to reward onset (x-axis). Expanded from the peak of the plot, highlighted in yellow, is a
diagrammatic representation of the proportion of neurons showing significant reward
modulation (black circles) within the pool of non-modulated neurons (unfilled circles).
Inlayed spike density plots show representative single neuron examples for high (red)
and low (blue) rewarded trials, (b) Data from (a) with the proportion of reward
modulated neurons (colour-axis) expanded across trials within a reward-association
block (y-axis). (c) Average proportion of reward modulated neurons within 0.25 to 1.25
sec after reward onset (x-axis) plotted relative to trial from reward-association reversal.

Proportion
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consecutive sets of 7 trials. Across all trials, the population showed a maximal
proportion of reward selective neurons roughly 500msec after reward onset (Figure 7B),
however there were two peaks in selectivity noted: the first early in the block including
trials 1-7, the second later in the block including trials 13-21. Figure 1C illustrates these
peaks nicely showing the average proportion of reward selective neurons from 250msec
to 1.25sec following reward onset across all trials in the block.
This pattern of reward encoding within the population could be the result of single
neurons encoding reward throughout the block to varying degrees, or it could be the
result of separate neurons encoding reward predominantly early or late in the block.
Figures 8 and 9 show single neuron examples revealing there are both neurons that
encode reward persistently throughout the block (Figure 8) and neurons whose reward
modulation changes as the block progresses {Figure 9). Figure 8A shows an example of
a neuron that consistently increased its firing rate for high rewarded outcomes, Figure
8C shows a neuron with the opposite pattern: consistently increasing its firing rate for
low rewarded outcomes. Figure 9 shows two example neurons whose reward selectivity
varies relative to trial after reward reversal. These neurons responded stronger to highrewarded versus low-rewarded {Figure 9A) or stronger to low-rewarded versus highrewarded {Figure 9C) only during early trials in the block. The latencies of these signals
varied across neurons and ranged from early after reward onset (300msec) to late after
reward onset (700 to 1000msec). The examples in Figure 9 show there is a subset of
neurons in the fronto-cingulate cortex that convey reward information only when
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Figure 8. Examples of constant reward encoding neurons, (a) Example neuron
showing a greater firing rate for high vs. low rewarded outcomes throughout all trials in
the block. Shown to the left are representative spike density plots over time from reward
onset (x-axw) for high (red) and low (blue) rewarded trials. Each panel represents the
average spike density for a set of 7 trials as indicated by the arrows, (b) Reward
modulation index (y-axis) of the firing rate difference between high and low rewarded
trials for the same neuron as in (a). The panel shows data from a vertical cross-section of
(a) at time 1.3 sec after reward onset, outline by a black rectangle, when reward
modulation was at maximal statistical significance (Anova, F-test, p < 0.05). Red circles
are actual data points. Unfilled circles show a 2nd order polynomial fit with its
confidence range in dashed lines. The red line is a linear regression fit. (c, d) Same
format as in (a, b) but showing an example neuron with a greater firing rate for low vs.
high rewarded outcomes and a maximal reward modulation effect at 0.5 sec after reward
onset.
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Trials After Rew ard Reversal

Trials A fter Reward Reversal

Figure 9. Examples of changing reward encoding neurons, (a) Example neuron
showing a greater firing rate for high vs. low rewarded outcomes only during the first
trials after reward-association reversal. Shown to the left are representative spike density
plots over time from reward onset (x-axis) for high (red) and low (blue) rewarded trials.
Each panel represents the average spike density for a set of 7 trials as indicated by the
arrows, (b) Reward modulation index (y-axis) of the firing rate difference between high
and low rewarded trials for the same neuron as in (a). The panel shows data from a
vertical cross-section of (a) at time 0.8 sec after reward onset, outlined by a black
rectangle, when reward modulation was at maximal statistical significance (Anova, Ftest, p < 0.001). Red circles are actual data points. Unfilled circles show a 2nd order
polynomial fit with its confidence range in dashed lines. The red line is a linear
regression fit. (c, d) Same format as in (a, b) but showing an example neuron with a
greater firing rate for low vs. high rewarded outcomes only during the first half of trials
after reward-association reversals. Maximal reward modulation effect for (c,d) at 0.3 sec
after reward onset and regression slope fit (p < 0.01).
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outcome associations have recently changed and thus new outcome information is most
informative for establishing new reward expectations for future attentional targets.
To quantify the patterns of reward modulation, the time between 0.25 and 1.25
seconds after reward onset when the spike rate difference for high versus low rewarded
outcomes was statistically significant (p < 0.05) was found for all neurons. Neurons
showing no significant reward modulation were discarded. If a neuron showed more
than one time point with significant outcome modulation, the time with maximal spike
rate difference was selected. A linear regression line was then fit to the distribution of
reward modulations across trials at this time point. Figures 8B and D show the reward
modulation and regression fit for the example neurons in Figure 8A and C respectively.
Figures 9B and D show the reward modulation and regression fit for the example
neurons in Figure 9A and C respectively. A flat regression slope characterizes neurons
with a constant reward modulation. A significantly positive or negative slope (p < 0.05)
characterizes neurons with varying reward modulation across trials in a block.
Neurons having a significant slope with the maximal difference in firing rate
occurring in early trials (Figure 9) are conceptually akin to prediction error signals
(Schultz et al., 1997). Neurons responding more strongly to the outcome of a highrewarded target color, when the same color was recently low rewarded (in the last trials
of the previous block), are signaling a positive prediction error (PPE): a positive
difference between the experienced and expected outcome. Conversely, neurons
responding more strongly to a low-reward outcome immediately after the color-reward
reversal are signaling a negative difference between experienced and expected outcome:

Figure 10. Population results for different neuron types signaling reward outcome.
(a) Reward modulation for neurons (n=56) showing increased firing rate for high vs.
low reward outcomes in early trials only, (a, i) Illustration of the reward modulation
characteristics of this neuronal classification (corresponding to a negative regression line
slope in Figure 4). (a, ii) Population average of the reward modulation index (coloured
axis) for trials in a block (y-axw)calculated in successive 300msec time windows
relative to reward onset (x-axis). (a, iii) Reward modulation index for trials in a block (yaxis) aligned to attentional cue onset (x-axis) for the same population as in (a, i and ii).
(b-d) Same format as in (a) but for neurons (n=61) showing increased firing rate for low
vs. high reward outcomes early in the block corresponding to a positive regression line
slope (b), neurons (n=77) showing increased firing rate for high vs. low reward
outcomes late in the block corresponding to a positive regression line slope (c), neurons
(n=89) showing increased firing rate for low vs. high reward outcomes late in the block
corresponding to a negative regression line slope (d).
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a negative prediction error (NPE). In contrast to these signals reflecting errors in reward
prediction, some neurons signaled the certainty of the reward prediction itself (Figure
IOC and D). These prediction certainty (PC) neurons can be identified as having a
significant regression slope with maximal reward modulation occurring in later trials
(when reward expectations for the attended target have been built up). Neurons could
therefore be quantitatively separated as encoding positive or negative prediction errors
or positive or negative prediction certainty based on the significance of their regression
slope and the timing of their maximal reward modulation relative to reward association
reversal.
Of the 742 neurons recorded, 283 (38.1 %) neurons had a significant regression
slope. Among these neurons 117 (41.3 %) showed their maximal difference of reward
encoding during the first trials after the color-reward reversal indicating PE signaling.
Of these PE neurons, 61 (21.6 % of 283) neurons had positive slopes, signaling negative
PE’s (Fig. 1OB). 56 (19.8 % of 283) neurons showed negative slopes, signaling positive
P E ’s (Fig. 10A). For the remainder of neurons with a significant slope (166 of 283, 58.7
%), encoding of reward outcome difference was maximal in late trials in the block
indicating PC signals. Figure IOC shows the average modulation indices for neurons
having a positive slope, n = 77 (27.2 % of 283), signifying stronger activity after high
reward outcomes late in the trial {positive prediction certainty neurons). 89 (31.5 % of
283) neurons had a negative a slope (Fig. 10D), signifying stronger activity after low
reward outcomes in late trials of a block (when the certainty of reward outcomes was
measurable in the behavioral error analysis) (see Fig. 6C,D).
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3.3 - Relationship Between Reward Modulation in the Outcome and Cue Period
Neurons conveying positive reward predictions in the reward outcome period
were on average likewise modulated during the attentional cue period. Figure lOA,iii
shows these positive PE neurons were more active following the attentional cue, when
the cue directed attention to a high rewarded target stimulus. During the first 1-17 trials,
the reward modulation emerged early in response to the cue onset and became evident
within the very first analysis windows (0.3 sec width) around the onset of the attention
cue period: when the monkey had to select either the high or low target stimulus for
covert attentional processing. In later trials in the block, where the reward outcome
signals were not evident anymore, these positive PE type neurons continued to show a
positive attentional modulation, but with a greater latency relative to cue onset.
Reward modulation during the attentional cue period was likewise observed for
the subpopulation of neurons conveying a negative prediction error response in the
reward outcome period (Fig. 10B,ii). These neurons showed a lower spike rate following
the attention cue onset, when the cue directed attention to the low rewarded stimulus,
again mimicking the reward response as obtained in the reward outcome period (Figure
lOBJii). This reward modulation of the cue induced response remained evident
throughout the block of trials (until trial sets encompassing trial 25), and appeared to
gradually decrease in latency relative to the onset of the attentional cue.
A more complex pattern of attention cue induced modulation was observed for
neurons conveying the certainty of reward associated with the attentional target (Fig.
10C,D). Neurons responding stronger to high versus low reward outcomes (conveying
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positive prediction certainty), showed an overall more positive attentional modulation
for the high versus low rewarded target during the attentional cue period at varying
times relative to cue onset (Fig. IOC,///). Attentional modulation during the cue period
was likewise evident for neurons conveying negative prediction certainty during the
reward outcome period (Fig. 10D,ii). These neurons reduced their firing rate for low
rewarded attentional targets particularly during the early trials of the block. This
attentional effect emerged around 0.5 sec. after attention cue onset, and became less
evident in later trials of the block (Fig. 10D,iii).
This attentional modulation emerging during the attention cue period could be
independent of the modulation in the reward period. Alternatively, the outcome signals
during the reward period could directly relate to the modulation during attentional
selection. This interrelation would be expected for reward prediction error neurons, if
their signals are instrumental for future processing (Schoenbaum et al., 2009;
Matsumoto et al., 2007). To test this, a correlation analysis of the reward outcome
modulation with the attentional modulation in the cue period was performed. Figure 11A
illustrates the procedure. The average reward modulation for each neuron in the reward
epoch (0.3 - 0.6 sec. following reward onset) was calculated during trials 1-7 after the
color-reward reversal. This reward outcome modulation was then correlated with the
attentional modulation observed across all trials in the block and across the whole time
window following the cue onset.
Figure 115 shows the resulting correlation matrix for neurons signaling positive
PEs. For these neurons, the reward outcome modulation showed significant correlations

Figure 11. Correlation of early reward outcome modulation and attentional
selection, (a) Illustration of the time window for the correlation analysis. Correlation
was performed between the average reward outcome modulation between 300 to 600
msec after reward onset in trials 1 to 7 with the reward modulation in all time windows
after attentional cue onset in all trial sets, (b) Correlation matrix of early-trial reward
modulation (outlined in left panel) with reward modulation during the attentional cue
period for the same population of neurons with a positive prediction error response (see
Figure 10a, i). (c) Correlation matrix of early-trial reward modulation (outlined in left
panel) with reward modulation during the attentional cue period for the same population
of neurons with a negative prediction error response (see Figure 10b, i).
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(p < 0.05) with attention cue induced modulation at various trial epochs. Most notably,
outcome modulation in trials 1-7 correlated with attentional modulation in later trials in
the block. The correlation was strongly positive (up to r = 0.4) and emerged early after
the onset of the cue showing two maxima in time: the correlation was statistically
evident within 0.05 - 0.45 sec following cue onset, and became significant again from
0.55 sec. to about 1 sec in trial sets including trials 3-23 after color-reward reversal.
Reward outcome modulation also correlated with attentional modulation in
neurons conveying negative prediction error information (Fig. 11C). For these neurons,
the stronger response to a low reward outcome immediately after the color-reward
reversal (trials 1-7) was correlated with attentional modulation in later trials in the block.
A negative correlation emerged around the time of cue onset during trials 5-23 in the
block, while later after cue onset a positive correlation became evident.

3.4 - Anatomical Localization o f Neuron Types
Four functional classes of neurons conveying reward information about
attentional targets have been identified thus far: pPE, nPE, pPC and nPC. To investigate
the functional anatomical mapping, the recording sites of each neuron were
reconstructed and projected onto a flat map representation of the macaque frontocingulate brain (for details see Materials and Methods, and Figure 5). Figure 12 shows
the resulting functional topography of the proportion of neurons encoding each
functional class. These functional maps reveal remarkable spatial structure, despite the
very small number of neurons in each functional class (n = 56-89, see above), and the

Negative Prediction
Error Type Neurons

Area Labels

Proportion of
Neurons

Negative Prediction
Certainty Type Neurons

Positive Prediction
Error Type Neurons

Positive Prediction
Certainty Type Neurons

Figure 12. Anatomical localization of reward prediction signals within the frontocingulate cortex, (a) Flat map outline of fronto-cigulate cortex with area outlines in
grey and sulci traced in black (see Figure 4a). (b) Flat map outline of fronto-cingulate
cortex showing the proportion of neurons (coloured axis) with a significant negative
prediction error response (see textfor details), (c-e) Same format as in (b) but showing
the proportion of neurons with a significant positive prediction error response (c),
negative prediction certainty-type response (d), and positive prediction certainty-type
response (e).
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large anatomical coverage. Five general results can be described qualitatively. First, the
ventral bank of the cingulate sulcus (vACC) seems to contain a particularly large
proportion of neurons conveying negative prediction errors (Fig. 125), compared with
encoding of other functional classes (Fig. 12C-E). Second, the dorsal bank of the
cingulate sulcus (dACC) contains a larger proportion of positive prediction error type
neurons (Fig. 12C), and contains similar proportions of prediction certainty type neurons
(Fig. \2D,E). Third, area 32 in the anterior cingulate cortex contains neurons signaling
all four types of reward encodings with a trend for more prediction
certainty neurons (Fig. 12D,E), than prediction error type neurons (Fig. 125-C). Fourth,
dorsolateral area 46 seems to be similar to area 32, with more ubiquitous encoding of
prediction certainty, although the absolute number of reward modulated neurons in area
46 was considerably lower compared to area 32. Finally, 1PFC area 9 contains neurons
which most likely encode positive prediction certainty (Fig. 125), with few neurons
encoding any of the other functional classes.

Chapter 4 - Discussion:

4.1 - Behavioural Patterns resultingfrom Changing Attentional Target Value
The expectation of reward affects how we behave. The prospect of reward
influences decision making, attentional allocation and the configuration of cognitive
rules or ‘state’ representations that put our responses into context (Rowe et al., 2008).
When a subject expects reward, accuracy, attention and perceptual acuity have been
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shown to increase, and reaction times shown to decrease. The behavioural results from
this study showed a pattern of decreasing errors and reaction times for highly rewarded
trials as the block progressed (Figure 6). The animals began to expect different amounts
of reward for correct completion of the trial, and their performance changed in
accordance with these differing expected values.
As mentioned, errors fell into two general categories: those occurring 500 to
600msec following rotation of the distracting stimulus and fixation breaks occurring
before rotation of either stimulus. For the first type of error, the monkey simply broke
fixation without actually discriminating rotation direction, yet this occurred within the
response time window for the distracting stimulus. Such errors have occurred in other
studies (Taylor & Fragopanagos, 2005; Fries et al., 2008) and are indicative of a capture
of attention by the distracting stimulus and a failure to sustain top-down attention on the
target stimulus. The second type of error is likely indicative of a lack of motivation to
sustain attention as they tended to occur more frequently when the monkey was cued to
the lower-rewarded target during later trials in the block.
The effects of reward expectancy on performance developed consistently after
roughly 10 trials into the block. Before this, the animal’s behaviour showed no
significant indication of reward modulation however there was a trend for errors made
during rotation of the distractor and the reaction times to reverse their reward
modulation from the beginning to the middle of the block. This behavioural pattern sets
up a timeline which allows one to infer how certain or uncertain the monkey is about
target value associations at any point in the block and thus also where the animal is in
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the reinforcement learning process (see Figure 13). In the early trials, before reward
effects tend to reverse, the monkey feels certain of his reward predictions but because of
the preceding reversal these are incorrect and outcomes are thus unexpected.
Throughout the middle of the block, when reward effects are showing a reversing trend,
the monkey is learning novel reward associations, he is less certain in his reward
predictions and thus outcomes are less unexpected. Later in the block, when behavioural
data develop significant reward effects, the monkey is again certain in his reward
predictions which are proving to be correct, and outcomes are thus entirely expected.
This cycle of behaviour when learning in a changing environment is intuitive and well
understood, the neuronal mechanisms which underlie this pattern of behaviour, however,
are less clear.

4.2 - Patterns o f Reward Outcome Encodingfor Attentional Targets
Neurons recorded in this study showed a similar proportion and latency of
outcome encoding as seen in other studies recording from frontal and cingulate areas
(Luk & Wallis, 2009; Matsumoto et al., 2007). The proportion of neurons encoding
reward outcome peaked roughly 500msec after reward onset and declined steadily
throughout the remaining 1.75sec reward period (Figure 7a). When analyzing outcome
encoding neurons across trials in a block, some different patterns of outcome encoding
emerged.
The majority of neurons showing significant reward modulation maintained their
outcome encoding steadily across all trials within a given block {Figure 8), some
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Figure 13. Diagrammatic representation of inferred predictions, certainty and
prediction errors within task blocks. Going from a “red high rewarded block” to a
“green high rewarded block”, the monkey maintains predictions of low reward when
cued to the green target and high reward when cued to red. Recent outcome history
makes him fairly certain in these predictions yet due to the preceding reversal they are
erroneous. Inferred predictions, level of certainty and prediction errors are tracked
relative to trial from reward reversal (x-axis). As the monkey adjusts his outcome
expectations and prediction errors no longer occur. Following the next reward reversal,
the cycle begins anew. Times of inferred positive prediction errors are encased in pink
and times of inferred negative prediction errors are encased in blue.
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increasing their firing rate for highly rewarded outcomes {Figure 8a, b), the others
increasing their firing rate for low rewarded outcomes {Figure 8c, d). These neurons did
not change their outcome modulation index at any point in the cycle of reward based
learning discussed above. These neurons could therefore provide a consistent indication
of the reward magnitude received regardless of the animal’s certainty or uncertainty in
its outcome predictions. When looking at the proportion of reward modulated neurons
within the entire population however, it is clear that not all cells follow this pattern of
consistent outcome encoding.
Throughout a particular reward-association block, the overall proportion of
significantly reward-modulated neurons shows two peaks {Figure 7c). The first peak in
outcome encoding occurs early in the block, during the first 7 trials. The second peak
occurs later, spanning roughly trials 13 to 21. This second peak corresponds with the
emergence of significant reward-induced behavioural effects. These two peaks could
reflect single neurons encoding reward throughout the block to varying degrees, but
likewise it could reflect different populations of neurons encoding reward outcomes at
early and later points during the reward based learning process.

4.3 - Patterns o f Outcome Encoding: Prediction Error
Further single neurons examples reveal there are neurons whose reward
modulation varies across trials and that encode outcomes only at specific times in the
block. Figure 9 shows two single neuron examples of cells that encode reward outcome
information only early on in the block. These neurons signal reward outcomes only at
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the points in the block when the monkey is feeling certain about his reward predictions
yet they are proving to be incorrect (Figure 14B). These cells are found within the ACC
(discussed in detail in section 4.6) and are akin to the prediction error neurons recorded
by Amiez et. al. (2005) and Matsumoto et al. (2007) but with two important differences.
Firstly, unlike the neuronal finding from the Amiez et al. (2005) study these neuronal
examples show both positive and negative prediction error encoding. While Amiez et
al., 2005 do note the importance of investigating whether their negative prediction error
neurons also encode positive prediction errors (in a similar style to dopaminergic
neurons) the cells recorded here support findings from Matsumoto et al. (2007) showing
positive and negative prediction errors to be encoded by different cells. Secondly, unlike
the prediction error neurons recorded by Matsumoto et al. (2007) these neurons are
encoding errors in the predicted value of attentional stimuli rather than actions. As
mentioned above the ACC is persistently linked with action value associations (Hadland
et al., 2003; Matsumoto et al., 2007; Kennerley et al., 2006; Glascher et al., 2009).
While some studies have in fact shown stimulus value encoding in the ACC (Kennerley
et al., 2009), the results discussed here clearly show encoding of the value of attentional
targets. This is an entirely different entity from action values or stimulus values and is a
novel finding in the ACC. The finding of prediction error signals for attentional targets
in the ACC suggests this area follows a pattern of outcome encoding essential for the
process of reinforcement guided learning but that it encompasses a much broader range
of value associations than is suggested by the current literature.
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Figure 14. Diagrammatic representation of prediction certainty neurons, prediction
error neurons and the transfer of outcome selectivity. (A) Illustration of a prediction
certainty neuron. Outcome selectivity (y-axis) relative to time after reward onset (x-axis)
increases as trials progress within a block (z-axis). (B) Same format as (A) but for a
prediction error neuron. Selectivity decreases as trials progress within a block. (C)
Illustration of the transfer of outcome selectivity (y-axis) by a prediction error neuron
from the reward outcome period to the attentional cue period (x-axis) as trials progress
in a block (z-axis).
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4.4 - Patterns o f Outcome Encoding: Prediction Certainty
The prediction error neurons discussed above correspond to the peak in the
proportion of reward selective neurons seen early in the block {Figure 7c). There is,
however a second peak in selectivity appearing later in the block not accounted for by
these cells. This peak seems to be the result of a population of neurons developing
reward selectivity only later in the block, the opposite of the trend seen in prediction
errors. Population data seen in Figure 10c, d show this is precisely the case. These
neurons show little or no outcome encoding during early trials, when the monkey is
experiencing errors in expected outcomes and thus is uncertain in reward predictions.
They develop stronger outcome encoding roughly in accordance with the emergence of
behavioural reward effects: when the monkey has adjusted his internal reward
associations and is again becoming certain in his reward predictions. These neurons
appear to be the inverse of reward prediction error neurons and are referred to here as
reward prediction certainty neurons {Figure 14A).
As mentioned, the ACC and other frontal areas encode a variety of aspects of the
reward environment beyond outcomes and outcome associations. The ACC and 1PFC
have been shown to encode information such as one’s certainty or uncertainty in reward
estimates (Behrens et al., 2007), an aspect closely tied to environmental volatility
(Dayan et al., 2000; 2006). While neurons have been recorded which encode
directionless prediction errors akin to encoding general prediction uncertainty (Procyk et
al., 2000) the neurons found here signal prediction certainty. As predictable rewards are
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also able to influence behaviour (Rowe et'al., 2008), these prediction certainty neurons
may be useful for maintaining responses in order to exploit known sources of reward.
In this study, four classifications of neurons have been described: positive
prediction error (pPE), negative prediction error (nPE), positive prediction certainty
(pPC), and negative prediction certainty (nPC). Each class of neuron shows specific
patterns of outcome encoding but for these cells to be involved in reinforcement guided
learning, their outcome information must somehow transfer from the reward period to
the reward predictive event, which is typically a single sensory stimulus conveying
information about either the magnitude, probability or delay of reward delivery
(Schoenbaum et al., 2009). In the task used here, the reward predicting event is the onset
of the attentional cue. This link between outcome signals and behavioural adjustment
has remained unclear in studies of reward based learning and decision making (Amiez et
al., 2005; Mayr et al., 2003). The following section will focus on the transfer of reward
prediction error and prediction certainty signals from the reward period to the attentional
cue period.

4.5 - Transfer o f Reward Prediction Error and Certainty Signals to the Attentional Cue
Period
In reinforcement guided learning, outcome contingencies change and differences
in what is expected upon making a given choice and what is obtained must be noted and
used to adjust outcome expectations in the future. These continuously updated outcome
expectations then serve to bias cognitive control processes toward the most highly
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rewarded or most behaviourally beneficial option. For such biasing to occur, neurons
noting discrepancies between expected and experienced outcomes -prediction error
neurons- must transfer their information from the outcome period to the stimulus or
response selection period where it can exert overt behavioural or covert attentional
effects. In the context of this study, the prediction error neurons, or the prediction
certainty neurons, must transfer their information to the attentional cue period. Figure 9
shows population data for pPE, nPE, pPC and nPC neuron types during the reward
period alongside plots of modulation of expected reward during the attentional cue
period for these same neuron types. The prediction error neurons tend to show a
mimicking of the reward response during the attentional cue period with some variation
in onset latency. The prediction certainty neurons showed a more complex pattern of
attentional cue-induced reward modulation (see Results section for a more detailed
description). The pattern of corresponding activity could be the result of independent
processes or the two temporally distinct reward modulation signals could be related.
Correlation analysis between early prediction error signals and reward modulation
during the corresponding attentional cue period showed significant correlations for both
pPE and nPE type neurons (.Figure 11). This suggests a transfer of information from the
outcome period to the behaviourally relevant cue period is occurring within a defined set
of frontal neurons {Figure 14C). Such an idea is in line with proposals that interractions
between reward information and cognitive processes occur within local regions of the
prefrontal cortex rather than within a ‘global workspace’ for decision making (Dehaene
& Changeux, 2000). LPFC neurons for example have been shown to encode
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combinations of reward magnitude and pending responses (Wallis & Miller, 2003) and
ACC neurons have been shown to multiplex information about both reward and selected
actions (Hayden & Platt., 2010). Such examples show local regions linking affective
information with cognitive processes. The data presented here show classes of neurons
linking affective information between cognitively distinct periods.
Importantly, ACC prediction error neurons may transfer their information to a
time when they can affect choice behaviour but the ACC must be in a position,
anatomically, to influence cognitive processes for this to occur. An fMRI study showed
ACC activity predicted both prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity and behavioural adjustment
(Kerns et al., 2004). Greater ACC activity was associated with increased PFC activity
and with behavioural adjustment on subsequent trials, suggestive of a role of the ACC in
influencing cognitive control processes in the PFC. A neuronal tracer study (Medalla &
Barbas, 2010) found more definitive evidence linking the ACC with modulation of
cognitive processes, particularly with influencing attentional control. Tracer injected
into ACC area 32 found this area preferentially innervated presumed inhibitory neurons
in dlPFC areas 46 and 9. These inhibitory neurons innervate distal dendrites of
pyramidal neurons (DeFelipe et al., 1989), a pattern of connectivity well suited to
minimize noise in active neurons (Wang et al., 2004). As attention involves selectively
focusing on one aspect of the environment while filtering out irrelevant information
(Anderson, 2004), this connectivity profile is suggestive of a role for the ACC in biasing
attentional selection processes within the 1PFC.
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4.6 - Clustering o f Prediction Error and Certainty Signals within the Frontal Cortex
As discussed above, the ACC and dlPFC are both important structures in
reinforcement guided learning but their precise roles differ. The ACC encodes strong
reward outcome and expectancy signals and combines more aspects of reward
information than other frontal areas (Kennerley et al., 2009). The ACC also tends to
encode rewards along with the choices that led to these rewards (Matsumoto et al., 2003;
Luk & Wallis, 2009) forming a type of choice-outcome memory (Matsumoto et al.,
2003; Kennerley et al., 2006) which can be updated and referenced during decision
making. The dlPFC on the other hand tends to encode reward values along with
upcoming responses (Wallis 2007). Given the lPFC’s role in generating response plans
(Kim & Shadlen, 1999; Hoshi & Tanji, 2004) it has been proposed that values associated
with particular stimuli or actions are calculated in areas such as the ACC or OFC using
outcome histories and transferred to the dlPFC which uses this information to determine
future behavioural responses (Wallis 2007).
The four functional classes of neurons described in this study: pPE, nPE, pPC and
nPC could be distributed throughout the fronto-cingulate cortex or could be localized to
distinct areas. Mapping of each neuronal class onto a fronto-cingulate flat map {Figure
12) revealed distinct clustering of functional subtypes into anatomically defined areas.
There is a trend for prediction error neurons to predominate in the ventral bank of the
ACC (vACC) and prediction certainty neurons to predominate in dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (dlPFC) area 9. Areas 46 and 32 both contain all four neuron types while the
dorsal bank of the ACC (dACC) contains predominantly pPE and nPC neurons. This
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clustering fits with the proposed functions of ACC and dlPFC areas described above.
The ACC is purported to be necessary for using outcome histories to construct and
modify choice-outcome associations which then contribute to reward expectations.
Prediction error signals convey the need to adjust these associations and the ACC was
found to contain a large proportion of nPE neurons. The dlPFC is purported to use
reward association information in order to guide behavioural responses. The more likely
it is that an association is correct, the more behaviourally useful it will be and dlPFC
areas tended to contain a greater proportion of pPC neurons. Interestingly, the proportion
of neuron types varied between the dorsal and ventral banks of the ACC with the dorsal
bank containing larger proportions of both pPE and nPC neurons. In his expanded
definition of cingulate areas, Vogt et. al. (2005) noted cytoarchitectural differences
between the dorsal and ventral banks of the cingulate sulcus with the dorsal bank
showing more “frontal” like features and the ventral bank being more phylogenetically
cingulate in structure. This could explain the increased proportion of reward certainty
neurons in the dACC relative to the vACC. While the anatomical localization results
shown here are not definitive, they are suggestive of specific contributions of the ACC
and dlPFC in reinforcement guided learning and decision making. These results are in
line with current understanding of ACC and dlPFC function based on lesion, fMRI,
neurocytology and single unit recording studies.
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Chapter 5 - Summary and Conclusion:
The anterior cingulate cortex is a functionally heterogeneous brain region whose
divisions and function have long been debated. Proposed functions have included
conflict monitoring (Carter et al., 1998), error detection (Dehaene et al., 1994) and more
recently a role in reinforcement guided learning. In the latter, the ACC is typically
associated with integrating action-outcome associations over time in order to develop
action value predictions. The results reported here show dynamic encoding of reward
outcome and reward expectancy associated with attentional targets within the ACC as
well as within the vmPFC and dlPFC. This expands the function of the ACC beyond
merely action values and suggests this area serves a broader role in reinforcement
guided learning and decision making.
These results also define two distinct patterns of changing reward modulation
throughout the reward based learning process, as reward associations and outcome
predictions change. Neurons encoding these patterns are classified as negative/positive
prediction error neurons and negative/positive prediction certainty neurons. The
prediction error neurons corroborate findings by Matsumoto et al., 2007 of separate
positive and negative prediction error neurons within the ACC. The prediction certainty
neurons show a pattern of activity opposite to that of prediction error neurons and are a
novel finding.
Missing from the current understanding of ACC function in reinforcement guided
learning is a connection between prediction error signals and behavioural adjustment
(Kerns et al., 2004; Amiez et al., 2005). The findings shown here identify a correlation
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between the prediction error neurons’ reward selectivity during outcome periods with its
reward selectivity preceding subsequent reward predictive events (the attentional cue).
Given that ACC neurons are likely able to influence attentional processes (Medalla &
Barbas), this could serve as a means for prediction error information to lead to
adjustments in behaviour and, in particular, in selecting stimuli before a choice is made.
Finally, mapping of the neuron classifications described above onto the frontocingulate cortex revealed clustering of neuron types to different anatomical areas. The
vACC contains a greater proportion of prediction error neurons while the dlPFC area 9
contains a greater proportion of prediction certainty neurons. Though not definitive,
these results seem to support proposals by Wallis (2007) suggesting outcome predictions
are developed and adjusted within the ACC and vmPFC and these predictions are used
by the dlPFC to determine the behavioural response.
Further research in this area will help determine the precise contributions of the
ACC and OFC in reinforcement guided learning and decision making and also increase
our knowledge of how these brain areas interact with dlPFC areas. This will hopefully
lead to the development of a useful framework for understanding how brain circuits
implement reward based learning and flexible attentional control and how we are able to
make optimal choices amidst continuously changing environmental circumstances. As
schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
and depression have been linked to aberrant ACC function (MacDonald et al., 2005;
Pittenger et al., 2006; Bush et al., 1999; Mayberg et al., 2005), increasing our
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understanding in this area has the potential to increase our understanding and treatment
of a variety of psychiatric disorders.
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